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1. Assistive technologies relevant for people with dementia
Assistive Technologies (AT) can play an important role for people who have a disability to
deal with in their every-day life. “AT is any item, piece of equipment, software program, or
product system that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of an
individual with disabilities”. AT can be low-tech, such as a communication board but it can be
also high-tech, such as an eye gaze computerized system. It can be a hardware, such as a big
keys keyboard, or software, such as an on-screen keyboard program. Other examples of AT
are hearing aids, wheelchairs, prosthetics (who can replace a missing body limb), educational
and accessibility tools and software and many more.
People with Dementia encounter different forms of disability. Those patients are facing
difficulties in different areas such as: in short memory, in speech ( to effectively communicate),
difficulties with organization and to deal with tasks that seem to be more complex, also they
struggle with social skills, judgement, logical thinking, orientation, mobility, sense of time. For
this reason, they usually present lack of self-esteem. Some people can even get lost or forget
the gas turned-on and put their life in danger. They can even forget basic things such as how to
do a simple task, how to use the phone or even, in more severe cases, they may not recognize
their family members.
Nowadays there are many tools and applications for smart-phones appropriately designed to
provide support to elderly citizens and especially to those suffering with dementia.
Applications that provide guidance to the person on how to deal with simple tasks that now
seem more complex to the person, giving guidance for example how to clean his/her teeth by
providing step-by-step instructions of the process. Other applications give the opportunity to
the person to record everything happening within a day. Such applications offer functionality
for filming, photographing, recording, etc.
AT can help to improve the wellbeing of these people and improve their safety. They can use
AT indoors and outdoors, for supporting their every-day needs, their communication skills,
training needs and for their safety and entertainment.
It is important to start using AT as soon as the first symptoms appear, for the person to prolong
his/her wellbeing as much as possible. This document focuses mostly on how AT can support
senior citizens with dementia.
According to Maresona et al (Maresona et al, 2018), “AT can help people with dementia and
early Alzheimer to increase safety, is compensating disabilities and can promote social
inclusion. Also, it can prolong the autonomy of the person at home and can enhance their
physical and mental wellbeing”.
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AT can be useful when it is used appropriately. According to the EUSTAT report, the factors
for success include: the device should perform the task for which it was designed in order to
be effective, it should be well-suited in the context of use and consistent with the user’s
personality and lifestyle. (EUSTAT study, 2020)
Individual acceptance, proper training, environmental support and other factors are equally
important for the person to have a positive experience when using an AT device. A well-chosen
device can support the person’s autonomy. Sometimes AT integrates that much with the user
which may feel as an extension of his/her body. Moreover, AT will empower the person to do
sound choices, choices about their life but also choices that have to do with their AT devices
themselves. For this reason, it is important for the end-user to be in the decision process and be
seen as the main protagonists of this process (EUSTAT study, 2020)
As noted above, people suffering from dementia face difficulties in different areas. In the next
paragraphs, the relevant AT is presented, which supports people with dementia to have a better
quality of living.

1.1.

Technology for people with dementia

Technology is helping not only dementia patients but also their carers in numerus ways. Carers
of people with dementia could benefit from technologies that help them with delivering,
tracking, monitoring and coordinating care as this will save them time, it will reduce their
stress and they will end up offering more effective care giving.
Caregivers cannot be 24hours around the patients and at the same time be able to provide the
same quality of services. On the other hand, technology can play this role, while of course
technology cannot replace the human factor. It is important for the person to have someone to
share his thoughts and be encouraged through this process, it is important for the person to
have psychological support, and it is important to have someone to deal with a possible
emergency situation immediately.
One strategy that would help the carer would be to transfer some of the tasks he/she undertakes
to the telecare system. A telecare system is designed to send a warning to a call centre or a
carer if there is a problem in the home or with the individual. Problems such as falls, inactivity,
fire, floods, gas leaks. This technology supports safety and independency of the individual.
A telecare system consists of different sensors. Some of those sensors can detect movement
and this is useful in case the individual falls or if he/she is immobile for a longer period than
what he was supposed to be. Door sensors can record if the individual have entered or left the
house and if he/she had returned on time. Bed and chair sensors can be positioned over or under
a mattress or in the seat chair and can detect if someone falls from the bed or the chair. Heat
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and temperature sensors can be installed in order to detect if the temperature is extreme in the
house and they can spot a fire or avoid hypothermia. Other sensors are detecting if the person
has vomit. Smoke and gas detectors can sense a gas leak. Epileptic seizure alarm detects if the
person experiences epileptic symptoms.
A GPS tracking device, attached to the person, can provide information where a person is and
is useful if the person has left the house and is lost. This is attached to clothing or shoes.
Other devices that are helpful are the wearable alarm pendants, where by pressing a button an
alert is sent to the carer of the person in case of emergency.
All above technologies can ensure that the individual is safe and can support the carer to
perform more effectively in his/her job.
Other assistive devices, such as a medication reminder, can help the individual to take his/her
medication on time. An example like this is the Medelet Mark, which allows users to access
their correct dosage of medication, at the appropriate time of day or night, whilst also keeping
other pills locked out of sight. More information can be found at:
https://shop.alzheimers.org.uk/daily-living-aids/reminders/Medelet-Mark-2-Dispenser.
The smart hydration reminder encourages people to drink enough water through the day in
order to avoid dehydration and related infections.
Those systems that provide prompts who support the individual to be more autonomous are
using a pre recorder voice. A study suggest that users prefer male voice in their prompt systems
most likely due the lower frequency of the voice (Barbenel et al 2004, Xenakidis et al, 2015).
Other assistive technologies support the individual with mobility, accessibility of the
environment, communication, etc. It is very common for aging adults to experience difficulties
with their balance or to have injuries or limited walking ability. Mobility aids, such as walkers,
crutches, wheelchairs can give to the person more independency with mobility.
Environmental adaptation can offer more accessible environment for the individual to move
around. For instance, a person using a wheelchair or any other mobility aid, will need to have
a ramp at his house. Things like a shower chair, handrails and house automation are equally
important not only for the person to feel more comfortable but also for his/her carer to be able
to do a better job.
A photo phone package like the “Amplidect combi photo 295” makes the calls more accessible
for the users. The “Talking button clock” can tell the time and date with the press of a button,
in a clear voice. The Remote Control for TV with big buttons can help the user to use this
instead of the traditional remote control as it offers the option to use large and visible buttons.
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Using talking photo albums the family can record a narrative for his/her relative sharing stories
and good moments, the user can just press the button and hear the recording, for example “here
is my grandchild Niki she is 6 years old …..” this will help the person if he/she uses it
frequently.

Figure 1: Talking photo album
The AlzminderTM mobile application (http://alzminder.com/) of partner EUROCY is another
relevant application that was designed to support people with early Alzheimer symptoms and
their caregivers. It was designed based on the valuable feedback of dementia professionals and
people with mild cognitive impairment. Alzminder is user-friendly and provides many features
such as: Reminders to support daily routine; Photo browsing, where user can browse photos
and hear a narration for each photo; this can be used for encouraging recalling happy moments
or used for training purpose. Moreover, this can be used to give instructions on how to use a
microwave device. Caregivers can create personalized games according to the users’ interests
or for training purposes. The user can also browse a contact list with photos and make a phone
call in a more accessible way as he/she does not need to remember the phone-number of the
person or how this was saved on the device’s storage place, etc.. The app also has the feature
to do emergency calls automatically. The caregiver can add and remove material from the app
any time and from distance. Alzminder application can be installed in a variety of smart
devices, including smart watches running Android (Xenakidis et al, Milis et al, 2015).
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Figure 2: Sub-applications at the right side of AlzminderTM Home Screen

Figure 3: AlzminderTM installed on a Smart Watch
House automations technologies are used to control basic home functions to ensure safety and
make the house environment easier and more accessible. Like turning off the lights when there
is none in the room and automatically locking and unlocking the doors. People with dementia
can benefit by such automations as they are dealing with memory and other difficulties.
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In order to train their skills, there are several online or off-the-shelf applications that the user
can use, dedicated for training of senior people. The person uses the help of his/her therapist
or carer to support his memory skills, attention, organisation, orientation and other skills for
which training is needed, in order to prolong the symptom-free period and support his/her
therapy.
An example of an online application is the “Memory Quest Flex” which has a section for
Seniors who can train and improve their working memory by practising on the different
activities that the software offers.

Figure 4: Memory Flex application
There are also different “Memory Flash Cards” games that the users can use to play games
that support their memory. For instance, the “Match Mate” is more specific for adults with
Dementia.
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Figure 5: Match Mate cards for senior
There are applications that support adults brain training and, in most cases, they can be used
free of charge. Listing some of them that can be downloaded for free from Google Play and are
suitable for memory, attention, concentration, problem solving, and cognitive skills training.
Also, these are suitable for seniors: Elevate, Brain Training Games, Memory Games – Senior
Games.
A variety of digitized puzzles are available, which can be used in smart phones for seniors to
support their cognitive skills and at the same time entertain themselves.

1.2.

Care Assistive Robotic

Care assistive robotic technologies are getting more popularity these days and can perform
tasks of a caregiver. Some of these will detect human emotions through facial and body
language and can adapt accordingly.
These technologies can undertake simple tasks that usually a carer would undertake, such as
bringing a bottle of water, bringing a blanket, etc. An example is the “Moxi robot”, which is a
nurse assisting robot and has been working with clinical staff in Health Presbyteranian Hospital
in Dallas. Moxi helped with delivering admission kits, lab specimens, picking up and dropping
off linen bags. Moxi was designed to provide clinical staff more time to focus on patient care,
almost 30% of the nurse tasks are being taken care by Moxi. A relevant video can be watched
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVC4YAT2dNs.
Robotic pets are designed to promote companionship to patients with dementia. The
Benchmark Senior Living at Plymouth Crossing is using robotic pets to help elderly residents
to have a better mood and stimulate cognitive function. A relevant video can be watched at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFvGAL9tesM
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1.3.

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)

AAC intervention is very important, especially for those who lack verbal communication
abilities. AAC can increase the person’s ability to communicate his/her thoughts, to share
information and connect with other people. AAC is a term used to describe the tools and
techniques that the therapist will use to support people who have difficulties to communicate
verbally either because they cannot use verbal speech or because they encounter difficulties
with their verbal communication. Therapist in this case is using tools that support people to
communicate alternatively or tools to support them communicate more effectively. For
example, the person can use a low-tech device, such as in a printed communication board, and
pointing with his finger to show needs and wants or he may use a high-tech device such as a
computerized system that has an application to communicate his needs. According to Xenakidis
et al, “ a mobile application with a collection of communication boards and video of familiar
persons prompting the user to accomplish specific activities in the appropriate structure can be
a useful tool which nurses and others can use to more effectively communicate with a person
with dementia” (Xenakidis et al, 2015).

Figure 5: High tech computerized AAC device
A recent review explores the AAC interventions that therapists are using with people with
dementia. The researches have explored 39 studies that have been done between 1990 and
2018. In 12 of the studies, the researchers have used electronic AAC systems in order to interact
with people with dementia, 4 studies have used tablet computers with specific communication
application that included uploading relevant photographs with or without recorded sentences.
Other studies have used power-point videos with personal or more general content, a
multimedia to have the individual life history in digital form consisting of past memories and
wearable computer technology, customized communication boards with embedded digitized
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voice output (the label was spoken out when a person touched a picture.) Memory books or
communication wallets with generic and personal photographs (May, Dada & Murray, 2019).
More specifically, unaided AAC systems were used in the above studies, such as gaze direction,
gestures, vocalization, facial expression, body movements, pointing, as well as electronic AAC
systems such as digital memory book, digital communication book, digitized voice output.
Moreover, a digital life history aid that was used in one of the studies, demonstrated
independence and enjoyment to share life stories (Crete – Nishihata et al, 2012). In the case of
multimedia videos, the researchers observed that the individual was doing more comments and
smiles with personal videos and was showing greater diversity of language with generic videos
(Davis and Shenk, 2015).
Using electronic conversational memory aids the interaction became more person-centred and
more enjoyable (Dynes, 2018). With mobile reminiscence aid the device was a focal point to
share experience and enhance conversation, to increased enjoyment and interaction (Hamel et
al, 2016). Mobile technology shows to improve lexical retrieval skills and conversational
confidence (Mooney et al, 2018 b).
Non electronic AAC systems, such as memory books show to increase duration of talking time
(Gomez Taibo et al. 2014), quality of conversation (Bourgeois et al, 2001) and increased ontopic responses (Ruiz, 2015). Communication wallets: some participants increased on topic
statement, elaboration and turn taking (Bourgeois 1993, Bourgeois and Mason 1996, Bourgeois
et al 2001). Decisional visual aid: participants increased their understanding of treatment option
(Chang 2015). Talking mats show increased conversational length (Murphy et al, 2010) and in
a discussion about managing activities of daily living show increased of their involvement in
decision making (Murphy and Oliver 2013, Reitz and Dolemans, 2016).
In some studies, the researchers were using a combination of AAC interventions (Unaided and
non-electronic AAC). Participants have learned to exchange a picture for a highly preferred
activity (Trahan et al, 2014) and the person using this combination of AAC intervention showed
improvement in expressing opinion (Wong et al, 2009).
Every individual with dementia can respond differently to a specific technology, especially
when dealing with AAC technology, as there are several factors that will encourage or
discourage the process. Each individual has unique characteristics and needs, and it is important
for the individual to participate in the assessment and be on the decision-making process, to
select and agree on the tools that he/she would use. It is an important step for each intervention,
as the person should feel comfortable through the process.
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2. Intervention for cognitive skills development through games
2.1.

Games focusing on “Memory”

Name

The Lightning Librarian

Photo

Short description

Help Lydia the Librarian quickly find books for the kids. The kids'
word bubbles tell you which books they want. But the books aren't
labeled, so you need to memorize the location of each book!

Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

https://www.memory-improvement-tips.com/lightning-librarian.html

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory – spatial recall — your ability to track location
and position within an environment.

Languages

English

Cost

Free
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name

Memory Matrix

Photo

Short description

In Memory Matrix, you quickly memorize a group of tiles on a grid.
That means remembering their location, and maybe even the
shapes they create.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/train/turbo/odp/1/play

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory – spatial recall — your ability to track location
and position within an environment.

Languages

English

Cost

Free
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Must Sort

Photo

Short description

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Peak is a free* app provides more than 40 fun games to help you exercise
your brain. Peak is designed to improve your memory, sharpen your
problem-solving skills and develop your mental agility.
Sudoku is an online 2D brain training game.

https://www.peak.net/
Memory, problem solving skills
English
15

Cost

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Peak is free to download, but to get all of the features—such as the full
selection of games, personalized goals and training, and advanced
statistics—Pyou need to subscribe.
Your options are $4.50 a month or $36.88 a year
Online , android app

Memory

Photo

Short description

All the the cards are arranged in columns and rows. You can
change the number of cards on the board, and so the level of
difficulty, thanks to the buttons located below the game. You
can have 12, 16, 20, 30 or 36 cards
You have to reconstruct the pairs of cards by turning them 2
by 2. If the cards turned face up are the same (a pair) you win
and the pair disappears from the game otherwise the cards are
automatically turned face down and you need to make a new try.
Find all the pairs in the least moves and in a shortest time.
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You can play with different themes such as: the presidents of
united state, butterflies, dog breeds, face memory, golf and much
more
Type of game

2D

Provider

Memozor

URL/Link

https://www.memozor.com/memory-games

Covered cognitive
skills

Memory

Languages

English and French

Cost

Free online

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name

Scooby Doo Velma vision

Photo

Short description

You get a few seconds to look at the face of a criminal in Velma's
memory. Then you recreate the face for the police sketch artist for
points. On the sketch screen, click the facial feature (Eyes, Nose, Mouth,
Hair, Facial Hair, Ears) that you remember.
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If the sketch doesn't match the criminal's face, you get a few more
chances to get it right. Then you try to pick the criminal out of a
lineup.
Pick out the right criminal to get points. Try to send as many
criminals to jail as you can!
Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

https://www.memory-improvement-tips.com/velma-vision.html

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory – processing speed and attention

Languages

English

Cost

Free

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name

Memory Serves
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Photo

Short description

Exercise your memory by delivering bags to hotel guests. you’ll
need to keep track of your ever-changing inventory as you pick
up and drop off the right set of bags to your hotel guests. As you
get better, your job will challenge your memory updating skills to
keep track of more luggage and more types of luggage

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/memory-serves/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Working memory. It is used for temporarily storing and manipulating
informations
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Memory Match
Photo

Short description

In Memory Match, you must quickly determine whether a
flashcard symbol matches the one presented 2 times previously.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/memory-match/

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory. Memorizing and comparing the symbols
challenges your working memory. This game also makes you
continually update your working memory with new information.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Cogmend QM

Photo

Short description

Type of game
Provider

This program has an interface specifically designed for the older agerange, and like the other programs feature exercises that automatically
adjust in difficulty to expand working memory capacity.
2D
Cogmend

URL/Link

https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/sudokupuzzle/l/en

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Working memory

Cost

Free

English
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Download from google play and apple store

Name

Memory Recall Quiz

Photo

Short description

You see twelve traffic signals, you study them for 45 seconds, and
then you have to answer a series of questions about them

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link

Multiple type questions
http://easymemoryimprovement101.com/memory-games/memory-recallquiz/

Covered cognitive
skills

Memory

Languages

English

Cost

Free online

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app
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Name
Photo

Memory Lane

Short description

Take a stroll down Memory Lane, a series of 10 random, highly forgettable
events.
As you stroll, try to remember the decisions that lead you safely to the end
of your journey.

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Multiple type questions

Cost

Free online

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name

Memobox

https://braincurls.com/ml/memLane.html
Memory
English
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Photo

Short description

The exercise ‘Memobox’ requires you to remember the amount
of colored balls going in and out of several different boxes. Focus,
memory, and processing capacities are key here.
Memobox is one of the activities that Neuronation provides to
train your memory skills.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Neuronation

URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills

https://www.neuronation.com/

Languages

English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

From 4.79 euro – 350.00 euro per item
Windows app, Download from Google Play

Name

Pinball Recall

Working memory: You need working memory to remember
information and keep several information simultaneously at your
disposal.
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Photo

Short description

In Pinball Recall, you must memorize the locations of several
bumpers before they disappear. You then visualize how the ball
will bounce off them, and determine where it will go.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory. This task requires more than simple
memorization: you must also analyze your temporary memories
in order to answer correctly.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store
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Name

Tidal Treasures

Photo

Short description

Keep choosing unique ocean treasures from a tide pool as more
and more items wash up. Objects will be more difficult to tell
apart as they accumulate in the tide pool -- so you’ll need to
remember more details about each item on your growing list of
treasures as you spend more time at the shore.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/tidal-treasures/

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory is used for temporarily storing and manipulating
information.

Languages

English
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Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Neuroracer

Photo

Short description

A custom-designed, closed-loop video game that challenges an
individual to engage rapidly and accurately in a high-interference
3D environment.
In the game, which was developed by the UCSF researchers,
participants race a car around a winding track while a variety of road
signs pop up. Drivers are instructed to keep an eye out for a specific
type of sign, while ignoring all the rest, and to press a button whenever
that particular sign appears.
The need to switch rapidly from driving to responding to the signs – i.e.
multitasking – generates interference in the brain that undermines
performance.

Type of game

3D video game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer
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Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Speed Information Processing Skills, multitasking skills, attention skills,
working memory
English
Free
Windows app. 3D video platform

Name
Photo

Labyrinth

Short description

The Labyrinth virtual reality computer game immerses the user in learning
new neighborhoods, and then challenges the user to find the most efficient
route between landmarks. Along the way, demands increase to attend to
details about new neighborhood landmarks.
3D virtual reality computer game
Neuroscape
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Planning and logical reasoning, attention, memory
eng

Cost
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

2.2.

Windows

Games focusing on “Attention”

Name

Trouble Brewing

Photo

Short description

In this game, your task is to fill multiple coffee orders at once.
The more orders you take on, the harder it becomes to fill them
successfully. This task challenges divided attention — your
ability to simultaneously respond to multiple tasks

Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

Lumosity
https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/trouble-brewing/
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Covered cognitive
skills

Attention – divided attention: refers to the ability to
simultaneously respond to multiple tasks or task demands.

Languages
Cost

English
11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Assist Ants

Photo

Short description

Train your divided attention skills by preventing ant collisions.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity
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URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Divided attention: refers to the ability to simultaneously respond
to multiple tasks or task demands

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Lost in Migration

Photo

Short description

Lost in Migration exercises your attention abilities. can boost
your focus, helping you avoid distraction and improve
productivity at work.
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Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Selective attention: The ability to focus on relevant information
while ignoring irrelevant distractions

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Train of thought
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Photo

Short description

Your task is to guide an increasing number of trains to their
stations. You must divide your attention to guide them all
simultaneously. Attention is a limited resource that can track
only so much information at once — so you must use your
attention efficiently by planning ahead.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Divided attention refers to the ability to simultaneously respond
to multiple tasks or task demands.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
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For playing 60+ cognitive games
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Playing Koi

Photo

Short description

In Playing Koi, you must feed a school of fish, but there’s a catch:
the fish move around the pond, and you can feed each fish only
once. That means you must keep track of every fish you feed.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity
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URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

divided attention — your ability to simultaneously respond to
multiple tasks.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name
Photo

Feel the bit

Short description

Exercise your rhythm skills by playing the drums on your keyboard.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity
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URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Attention – Timing skill: is the ability to synchronize activities and
accurately keep time.
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Skyrise

Photo

Short description

Skyrise exercises visual attention. This type of training can help
you quickly and accurately perceive elements of the world
around you.
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Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Visual attention – more specifically the Field of view: refers to
the area over which you can absorb visual information without
moving your eyes.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Star Search
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Photo

Short description

Quickly scan for the unique object among a constellation of items
that have similar shape, color, motion and texture. Differences
among the objects become more subtle as you level-up.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Attention – Selective attention: The ability to focus on relevant
information while ignoring irrelevant distractions

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Neuroracer

Photo

Short description

A custom-designed, closed-loop video game that challenges an
individual to engage rapidly and accurately in a high-interference
3D environment.
In the game, which was developed by the UCSF researchers,
participants race a car around a winding track while a variety of road
signs pop up. Drivers are instructed to keep an eye out for a specific
type of sign, while ignoring all the rest, and to press a button whenever
that particular sign appears.
The need to switch rapidly from driving to responding to the signs – i.e.
multitasking – generates interference in the brain that undermines
performance.

Type of game

3D video game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Speed Information Processing Skills, multitasking skills, attention skills,
working memory
English
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Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Free
Windows app. 3D video platform

Name

MediTrain

Photo

Short description

MediTrain integrates the principles of concentrative meditation
with the video game mechanics of adaptivity and feedback to
create a powerful cognitive training game.
MediTrain integrates the principles of concentrative meditation
with the video game mechanics of adaptivity and feedback to
create a powerful cognitive training game

Type of game

3D video game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

attention skills

Cost

Free

English
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app. 3D video platform

Name

The Last Light On

Short description

This activity consists of choosing the window which is the last to light up.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuronUp

URL/Link
https://www.neuronup.com/el/news/257/game-for-slow-processing-speed
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Processing Speed, Sustained attention
English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

60 Euro/m, 720 euro/annually
Windows app.

Name

The Clone

Short description

The patient has to find, as quickly as possible, the repeated element.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuronUp

URL/Link
https://www.neuronup.com/el/news/257/game-for-slow-processing-speed
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Processing Speed, Sustained attention
English
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Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

60 Euro/m, 720 euro/annually
Windows app.

Name
Photo

Virtual attention Trainer

Short description

Virtual Attention leverages evolving virtual reality (VR) technologies to
train individuals to broaden the distribution of their temporal (time) and
spatial (space) attention―skills that are critical for real-world activities
such as driving.
Using industries highest-level head-mounted displays and leveraging
recent advancements in VR development technology, participants are
immersed in an interactive 3D world for this unique attention training
experience.

Type of game

3D

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

spatial and temporal attention abilities
English

Cost
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app.

Name

BOING

Photo

Short description
Boing was designed to enhance visual-motor skills and processing speed by
practicing thinking and responding quickly. These functions are critical for
many other important cognitive abilities, such as attention and working
memory. The goal of Boing is to improve broad aspects of cognitive
functioning by developing underlying visual-motor and processing speed
skills.
Type of game

A 3D mobile game

Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/
Attention, Speed Information Processing Skills, visual processing skills,
English

Cost
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Windows app.

Scooby Doo Velma vision

Photo

Short description

You get a few seconds to look at the face of a criminal in Velma's memory.
Then you recreate the face for the police sketch artist for points. On the
sketch screen, click the facial feature (Eyes, Nose, Mouth, Hair, Facial Hair,
Ears) that you remember.
If the sketch doesn't match the criminal's face, you get a few more chances
to get it right. Then you try to pick the criminal out of a lineup.
Pick out the right criminal to get points. Try to send as many criminals to jail
as you can!

Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

https://www.memory-improvement-tips.com/velma-vision.html

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory – processing speed and attention

Languages

English

Cost

Free
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name
Photo

BEEP SEEKER

Short description

Type of game

Beep Seeker was designed to improve the ability to filter distracting
information, a critical skill for high-level performance across multiple
domains.
Game play involves the detection of auditory target in the presence of
auditory distractors. The game’s difficulty adjusts based on the
participant’s performance.
A mobile game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Attention; The game builds the ability to ignore distractions,
English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app.
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Name

Labyrinth

Photo

Short description

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

2.3.
Name

The Labyrinth virtual reality computer game immerses the user in learning
new neighborhoods, and then challenges the user to find the most efficient
route between landmarks. Along the way, demands increase to attend to
details about new neighborhood landmarks.
3D virtual reality computer game
Neuroscape
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/
Planning and logical reasoning, attention, memory
eng

Windows

Games focusing on “Visual Perception”
Skyrise
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Photo

Short description

Skyrise exercises visual attention. This type of training can help you quickly
and accurately perceive elements of the world around you.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Visual perception - attention – more specifically the Field of view: refers to
the area over which you can absorb visual information without moving
your eyes.
English

Languages
Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store
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Name

Star Search

Photo

Short description

Quickly scan for the unique object among a constellation of items
that have similar shape, color, motion and texture. Differences
among the objects become more subtle as you level-up.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Visual perception and attention – Selective attention: The ability
to focus on relevant information while ignoring irrelevant
distractions

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
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For playing 60+ cognitive games
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Color Graze

Photo

Short description

‘Color Craze’ is a challenging exercise that gives you more
control over automatic actions of yours. You have to either click
on a color or a symbol, depending on what is being sought. The
exercise is designed to work against your impulses, so you will
train your ability to resist your impulses.
Color Craze is one of the many activities you can do using
NeuroNation app to train your perception, attention and
multitasking skills.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuroNation

URL/Link

https://www.neuronation.com/

Covered cognitive
skills

Visual perception and attention – ‘Perception’ is designed to train
your sensory acuity. This makes you process information faster,
and react quickly to changing situations
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Languages

English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play

Name

Neuroracer

Photo

Short description

A custom-designed, closed-loop video game that challenges an
individual to engage rapidly and accurately in a high-interference
3D environment.
In the game, which was developed by the UCSF researchers,
participants race a car around a winding track while a variety of road
signs pop up. Drivers are instructed to keep an eye out for a specific
type of sign, while ignoring all the rest, and to press a button whenever
that particular sign appears.
The need to switch rapidly from driving to responding to the signs – i.e.
multitasking – generates interference in the brain that undermines
performance.

Type of game

3D video game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
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https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Visual perception, Speed Information Processing Skills, multitasking skills,
attention skills, working memory
English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Free
Windows app. 3D video platform

Name
Photo

BOING

Short description

Boing was designed to enhance visual-motor skills and processing speed
by practicing thinking and responding quickly. These functions are critical
for many other important cognitive abilities, such as attention and
working memory. The goal of Boing is to improve broad aspects of
cognitive functioning by developing underlying visual-motor and
processing speed skills.
A 3D mobile game

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Visual perception, Speed Information Processing Skills
English
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Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Windows app.

Twist it

Photo

Short description

To advance in the game, we will have to line up three or more equal
pieces, being able to exchange only the position of two adjacent pieces.
However, as the level of complexity of this mind training game increases,
the cognitive demands will increase.

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Twist It is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/twist-it
Visual Processing, Attention, Sequencing, Planning,
English
Free
Online , android app
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Name

Word Quest

Photo

Short description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

The objective of the game is to find the hinted words in a specific time
Word Quest Twist is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/word-quest
Visual Processing, Attention, Sequencing, Planning,
English
Free
Online , android app

Star Architect
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Photo

Short
description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered
cognitive skills
Languages
Cost
Required
software and/or
hardware
equipment

Name

The aim is to build 3D shapes using cubes.
Star Architect is an online 3D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/blockbuilder/l/en
Visual perception, Attention, Sequencing, Planning
English
Free
Online , android app

Scooby Doo Velma vision
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Photo

Short description

You get a few seconds to look at the face of a criminal in Velma's memory.
Then you recreate the face for the police sketch artist for points. On the
sketch screen, click the facial feature (Eyes, Nose, Mouth, Hair, Facial Hair,
Ears) that you remember.
If the sketch doesn't match the criminal's face, you get a few more chances
to get it right. Then you try to pick the criminal out of a lineup.
Pick out the right criminal to get points. Try to send as many criminals to jail
as you can!

Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

https://www.memory-improvement-tips.com/velma-vision.html

Covered cognitive
skills

Visual processing, working memory, processing speed and attention

Languages

English

Cost

Free

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app
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Name

Words Birds

Photo

Short description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

The aim is to form words by rearranging the birds. The faster you find the
word the higher is the score you get.
Words Birds is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/wordsbirds/l/en
Visual perception, Attention, Sequencing, Planning
English
Free
Online , android app
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Name

Sudoku

Photo

Short description

The goal is to fill in all the cells of a grid with digits as fast as possible. The
number of the digits depends on the level.

Type of game
Provider

Sudoku is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit

URL/Link

https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/sudokupuzzle/l/en

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Visual perception, Attention, Working memory, Sequencing, Planning,

Cost

Free

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Online , android app

English
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2.4.

Games focusing on “Reasoning and Planning”

Name

Organic Order

Photo

Short description

Exercise your logical reasoning by planting seeds in the right
order.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Logical reasoning: is the ability to combine multiple cognitive
processes to recognize patterns, draw conclusions, and make
decisions.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
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For playing 60+ cognitive games
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Pet detective

Photo

Short description

In Pet Detective, you must rescue all the lost pets, which means
using your planning skills to find the most efficient route.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity
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URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Planning skills: Planning involves thinking ahead, evaluating
options, and choosing the best course of action

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Pirate Passage

Photo

Short description

Exercise your planning skills by finding the route to buried treasure.
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Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Planning skills: involves thinking ahead, evaluating options, and choosing
the best course of action.
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Labyrinth

Photo

Short description

The Labyrinth virtual reality computer game immerses the user
in learning new neighborhoods, and then challenges the user to
find the most efficient route between landmarks. Along the way,
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demands increase to attend to details about new neighborhood
landmarks.

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link

3D virtual reality computer game
Neuroscape
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Planning and logical reasoning, attention, memory
eng

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Windows

Solitaria

Photo

Short
description

In the exercise ‘Solitaria’ you need to quickly recognize patterns, and
identify the one object that is different to all the others.
Solitaria is one of the activities for reasoning skills of the neuronation
training program
The reasoning category of the training, trains your ability to
recognise patterns, meaning the relationship of one obect to a group
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of objects.It challenge your consentration, processing capabilities and
logical thinking

Type of game

2D

Provider

Neuronation

URL/Link
Covered
cognitive skills
Languages

https://www.neuronation.com/

Cost
Required
software
and/or
hardware
equipment

From 4.79 euro – 350.00 euro per item
Windows app, Download from Google Play

2.5.
Name

Reasoning skills, processing speed, attention
English

Games focusing on “Information Processing Speed”
Avoid the Ticket

Photo
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Short description

The patient has to select as quickly as possible the characteristics of the
squares to go forward, avoiding being caught by the guard. And beware, if
the patient fails, the guard runs faster!
The higher their level is, the more characteristics they have to select:
• Basic level: to move to the next square select the car model.
• Easy level: to move to the next square select the car model and
background color.
• Medium level: to move to the next square select the car model,
background color and letter.
• Difficult level: to move to the next square select the car model,
background color, letter and number.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuronUp

URL/Link
https://www.neuronup.com/el/news/257/game-for-slow-processing-speed
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Processing Speed
English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

60 Euro/m, 720 euro/annually
Windows app.

Name

The Last Light On

Short description

This activity consists of choosing the window which is the last to light up.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuronUp

URL/Link
https://www.neuronup.com/el/news/257/game-for-slow-processing-speed
Covered cognitive
skills

Processing Speed, Sustained attention
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Languages

English

Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

60 Euro/m, 720 euro/annually
Windows app.

Name

The Clone

Short description

The patient has to find, as quickly as possible, the repeated element.

Type of game

2D

Provider

NeuronUp

URL/Link
https://www.neuronup.com/el/news/257/game-for-slow-processing-speed
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment
Name

Processing Speed, Sustained attention
English
60 Euro/m, 720 euro/annually
Windows app.

BOING
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Photo

Short description

Type of game

Boing was designed to enhance visual-motor skills and processing speed by
practicing thinking and responding quickly. These functions are critical for
many other important cognitive abilities, such as attention and working
memory. The goal of Boing is to improve broad aspects of cognitive
functioning by developing underlying visual-motor and processing speed
skills.
A 3D mobile game

Provider

Gazzaley Lab

URL/Link
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Speed Information Processing Skills, visual processing skills, attention
English

Windows app.

Highway Hazards
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Photo

Short description

In Highway Hazards, you quickly dodge obstacles in a race
through the desert — tumbleweeds, other drivers, and more..

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/highway-hazards/

Covered cognitive
skills

These rapid maneuvers challenge your information processing
skills: your ability to process and analyze incoming information

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store
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Name

River Ranger

Photo

Short description

In River Ranger, you must quickly spot animals in a river, and remember
which animals you saw previously.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/river-ranger/

Covered cognitive
skills

This fast-paced game challenges information processing skills, your ability to
rapidly process and analyze information.
Information processing is the initial identification and analysis of incoming
sensory input.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Penguin Pursuit

Photo

Short description

Guide a penguin through a maze. When the maze rotates, you
must rotate your mental map of the maze and recalibrate the
directions to get to the fish.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/penguin-pursuit/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Spatial orientation, also known as sense of direction, involves being aware
of the surrounding environment.
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games
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Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Scooby Doo Velma vision

Photo

Short description

You get a few seconds to look at the face of a criminal in Velma's memory.
Then you recreate the face for the police sketch artist for points. On the
sketch screen, click the facial feature (Eyes, Nose, Mouth, Hair, Facial Hair,
Ears) that you remember.
If the sketch doesn't match the criminal's face, you get a few more chances
to get it right. Then you try to pick the criminal out of a lineup.
Pick out the right criminal to get points. Try to send as many criminals to jail
as you can!

Type of game

2D

Provider
URL/Link

https://www.memory-improvement-tips.com/velma-vision.html

Covered cognitive
skills

Working memory – processing speed and attention
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Languages

English

Cost

Free

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app

Name

Speed Pack

Photo

Short description

In this game, you fit the last item into an already filled suitcase.
That means you must imagine what the suitcase would look like
when folded. This mental folding challenges visualization — your
ability to imagine how objects fit together and interact.
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Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/speed-pack/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Information Processing speed – Visualization: the ability to manipulate or
imagine the interaction of objects in your mind.
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Splitting Seeds

Photo
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Short description

In this game, you evenly divide a pile of seeds. To do this quickly,
you’ll need your subitization skills.

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/pinball-recall/

Covered cognitive
skills

Information Processing Speed - Subitization is your ability to
quickly discern the number of items in a small group without
having to count.

Languages

English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app, Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Spatial Speed Match
Photo

Short description

Spatial Speed Match is an information-processing game with a
strong spatial component
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Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/spatial-speed-match/

Covered cognitive
skills

Information Processing skills: Improving information processing can help
speed up other cognitive processes, helping you to think faster and
clearer.
English

Languages
Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store

Name

Speed Match Overdrive
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Photo

Short description

Making you consider shapes and colors individually in a fastpaced game

Type of game

2D

Provider

Lumosity

URL/Link

https://www.lumosity.com/en/brain-games/speed-match-overdrive/

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Information Processing Speed: is the initial identification and analysis of
incoming sensory input.
English

Cost

11,95/month, 5,00/annually, 3,75/2years, 299,95/Lifetime
For playing 60+ cognitive games

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Windows app,Download from Google Play and Apple Store
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Name

Alzheimer’s Speed of Processing Game – ASPEN

Photo

Short
description
Type of
game
Provider
URL/Link

Covered
cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required
software
and/or
hardware
equipment

Name

ASPEN is designed to help slow down Dementia Progression.
2D
Tiny Happy Steps
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.TinyHappySteps.Bird&hl=en_U
S

Speed Information Processing Skills
English
Free
Download from Google Play

Neuroracer
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Photo

Short description

A custom-designed, closed-loop video game that challenges an
individual to engage rapidly and accurately in a high-interference
3D environment.
In the game, which was developed by the UCSF researchers,
participants race a car around a winding track while a variety of road
signs pop up. Drivers are instructed to keep an eye out for a specific
type of sign, while ignoring all the rest, and to press a button whenever
that particular sign appears.
The need to switch rapidly from driving to responding to the signs – i.e.
multitasking – generates interference in the brain that undermines
performance.

Type of game

3D video game

Provider
URL/Link

Gazzaley Lab
https://neuroscape.ucsf.edu/technology/#neuroracer

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Speed Information Processing Skills, multitasking skills, attention skills,
working memory
English
Free
Windows app. 3D video platform
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2.6.

Games focusing on “Sequential Processing”

Name

Twist it

Photo

Short description

To advance in the game, we will have to line up three or more equal
pieces, being able to exchange only the position of two adjacent pieces.
However, as the level of complexity of this mind training game increases,
the cognitive demands will increase.

Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Twist It is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/twist-it
Sequencing, Planning, Visual Processing, Attention

Name

Word Quest

English
Free
Online , android app
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Photo

Short description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

The objective of the game is to find the hinted words in a specific time
Word Quest Twist is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/word-quest
Sequencing, Planning, Visual Processing, Attention
English
Free
Online , android app

Star Architect
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Photo

Short
description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered
cognitive skills
Languages
Cost
Required
software and/or
hardware
equipment

Name

The aim is to build 3D shapes using cubes.
Star Architect is an online 3D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/blockbuilder/l/en
Sequencing, Planning, Visual perception, Attention
English
Free
Online , android app

Words Birds
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Photo

Short description
Type of game
Provider
URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages
Cost
Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Name

The aim is to form words by rearranging the birds. The faster you find the
word the higher is the score you get.
Words Birds is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit
https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/wordsbirds/l/en
Sequencing, Planning, Visual perception, Attention
English
Free
Online , android app

Sudoku
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Photo

Short description

The goal is to fill in all the cells of a grid with digits as fast as possible. The
number of the digits depends on the level.

Type of game
Provider

Sudoku is an online 2D brain training game.
CogniFit

URL/Link

https://www.cognifit.com/aplicaciones/html5/brain/game/sudokupuzzle/l/en

Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

Sequencing, Planning, Visual perception, Attention, Working memory

Cost

Free

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

Online , android app

Name

Must Sort

English
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Photo

Short description

Type of game
Provider

Peak is a free* app provides more than 40 fun games to help you exercise
your brain. Peak is designed to improve your memory, sharpen your
problem-solving skills and develop your mental agility.
Sudoku is an online 2D brain training game.

URL/Link
Covered cognitive
skills
Languages

https://www.peak.net/
Sequencing, memory, problem solving skills

Cost

Peak is free to download, but to get all of the features—such as the full
selection of games, personalized goals and training, and advanced
statistics—Pyou need to subscribe.
Your options are $4.50 a month or $36.88 a year
Online , android app

Required software
and/or hardware
equipment

English
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2.7.
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